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them with Faraday's psychology. Faraday's collective use
of the term "ion" as the substance which travels through an
electrolyte is additional evidence of his distaste for par-
ticulate conceptions. He was less fitted to discover the
particulate than the field aspects of phenomena,
He followed his investigation of the phenomena of
electro-chemical decomposition by detailed investigation of
the mode of operation of the Voltaic battery. In this paper
he confirms Davy's early belief that the electricity is a
product of chemical action. He concludes that the current
in a zinc, platinum and dilute sulphuric acid cell is derived
from the "mutual affinity of the metal zinc and the oxygen
of the water." When the zinc is alone it is not strong enough
to take the oxygen from the water, but it is able by its attrac-
tion of the oxygen to create "a peculiar state of tension"
between the particles of oxygen and the particles of hydro-
gen in the water. "The state of tension is best relieved by
dipping a metal which has less attraction for oxygen than
the zinc into the dilute acid and making it also touch the zinc.
The force of chemical affinity, which has been influenced
or polarized in the particles of the water by the dominant
attraction of the zinc for the oxygen, is then transferred, in
a most extraordinary manner, through the two metals so as
to re-enter upon the circuit in the electrolytic conductor
which, unlike the metals in that respect, cannot convey or
transfer it without suffering decomposition; or rather,
probably, it is exactly balanced and neutralized by the force
which at the same moment completes the combination of
the zinc with the oxygen of the water. The forces, in fact,
of the two particles which are acting towards each other,
and which are therefore in opposite directions, are the
origin of the two opposite forces, or directions of force, in
the current. Being transferred forward in contrary direc-
tions, they produce what is called the voltaic current: and
it seems to me impossible to resist the idea that it must be
preceded by a state of tension in the fluid, and between the
fluid and the zinc; the first consequence of the affinity of the
zinc for the oxygen of the water."
Then in the next paragraph, with magnificent intellectual

